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83501
Precision Air
Inflator

BR74HG
Dual Foil +
Latex Regulator

ingredients needed:

recipe #104

Tipsy Baby ColumnRecipes

6–ea 94291
Clik-Clik™
Adhesive Strips

3–ea 46897-18
15" Cubez™ Balloon

2–ea Q-05-24
5" Yellow 
Qualatex®

16–ea 5-1346
5" Polka Dot Asst.
Qualatex®

1–ea 46711-36
33" Foil Balloon

4–ea Q-260-24 
Yellow 260Q
–uninflated

4–ea Q-11-24
11" Yellow 
Qualatex®

equipment:

1–ea W21 
Heavy Weights™
Balloon Weight



directions:

recipe #104

Tipsy Baby ColumnRecipes
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Helium inflate three 15" Cubez™ balloons and one 33" butterfly 
foil using the foil tip on your regulator. Tie one Cubez™ stem 
with an uninflated 260Q. Tie the other foil balloons with half of 
a 260Q. Apply Clik-Clik™ adhesive strips facing each other to 
the top of the Cubez™ balloons in random positions (see photo).

Air-fill two 5" polka dot Qualatex® balloons to 4" and tie the 
necks together to form a duplet. Air-fill another identical duplet 
and twist the two sets together to form a four-balloon cluster. 
Make four polka dot balloon clusters. Inflate four yellow 11" 
Qualatex® balloon to 9" and make a four-balloon cluster. Inflate 
two yellow 5" Qualatex® balloons very small and tie. Break the 
balloon in half and twist together to make a very small duplet.

To assemble, tie a Heavy Weights™ balloon weight to one un-cut, 
un-inflated 260Q attached to a Cubez™ balloon. Lay the 11" cluster 
flat. Lay a polka dot cluster on top. Wrap the 260Q around both 
of these clusters, positioning the weight at the bottom. Tie the 
half 260Q attached to the Cubez™ balloons to the adhesive strips 
on the previous balloons. Top the column with the 33" butterfly 
foil. Wrap the 5" clusters around each connection point to hide 
the mechanics of the column. Wrap the small cluster around the 
lowest Cubez™ balloon.


